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Control hunting due to improper proportional–integral–derivative (PID) parameters in the building
automation system (BAS) is one of the most common faults identified in commercial buildings. It can
cause suboptimal performance and early failure of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
equipment. Commercial fault detection and diagnostics (FDD) software represents one of the fastest
growing market segments in smart building technologies in the United States. Implementation of PID
retuning procedures as an auto-correction algorithm and integration into FDD software has the potential
to mitigate control hunting across a heterogeneous portfolio of buildings with different BAS in a scalable
way. This paper presents the development, implementation, and field testing of an automated control
hunting fault correction algorithm based on lambda tuning open-loop rules. The algorithm was devel-
oped in a commercial FDD software and successfully tested among nine variable air volume boxes in
an office building in the United States. The paper shows the feasibility of using FDD tools to automatically
correct control hunting faults, discusses scalability considerations, and proposes a path forward for the
HVAC industry and academia to further improve this technology.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems
account for approximately 50 % of the total energy consumed
by a building [12]. Detecting and fixing faults in HVAC system
operation can reduce energy use and improve occupant comfort.
Control hunting is one of the most common faults in HVAC sys-
tems [9,23]. It is a fault where a controller output (e.g., fan speed
control command, valve control command, damper control com-
mand) oscillates with a frequency higher than justified by the
system conditions [8]. The oscillations can cause suboptimal per-
formance in regulating the desired signals and even early failure
of the equipment due to unnecessary component wear. In many
cases, the hunting behavior is caused by improper proportional
integral derivative (PID) parameters in control loops of the local
building automation system (BAS) controllers. The hunting faults
can be eliminated by the PID parameter retuning process, which
is to find the best combination of the PID values so the desired
controller output can be achieved and control performance can
be ensured.
1.1. PID retuning to correct control hunting faults and their
implementation

The PID retuning methods can be categorized into two types:
manual methods and intelligent methods [5]. Classical manual
methods include trial and error methods and several heuristic tun-
ing methods that require one or more on-site visits from the facil-
ity staff. The trial-and-error methods adjust the PID parameters
and observe the resulting control response until the control perfor-
mance is satisfied. To facilitate the tuning process, heuristic retun-
ing methods are also performed manually but employ closed-loop
or open-loop rules to obtain approximate or qualitative results.
Closed-loop tuning rules require adjusting (increasing and/or
decreasing) specific PID parameters until the process variable
oscillates indefinitely at a steady state with constant amplitude
[16]. For example, the Ziegler–Nichols (ZN) closed-loop tuning
method [2] includes three steps: (1) remove integral and derivative
terms so only the proportional term is used in the controller; (2)
create a small disturbance in the loop by changing the setpoint
and then increase and/or decrease the proportional parameter
until the oscillations of the process variable has constant ampli-
tude; (3) insert the values of the proportional parameter and pro-
cess variable’s period of oscillation into the ZN closed-loop
equations and determine the necessary settings for the controller.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.enbuild.2023.112796&domain=pdf
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Nomenclature

AHU Air Handling Unit
ALC Automated Logic Controls
BAS Building Automation System
CO Controller Output
DAT Discharge Air Temperature
e Error between the setpoint and the measured process

variable
EMIS Energy Management and Information Systems
FDD Fault Detection and Diagnostics
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Ki Integral gain
KiT Integral gain multiplied by sample time
Kp Proportional gain
PID Proportional Integral Derivative

PB proportional band
PV Process Variable
SP Setpoint
gm Measured process gain
t Present time
T Sample time and corresponds to the control loop cycle

time in ALC
Td Derivative time
Ti Integral time
TimeD Measured dead time of the process
VAV Variable Air Volume
ZN Ziegler-Nichols
Tm Process time constant
kC An arbitrary constant applied to Tm
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On the other end, open-loop tuning rules introduce a disturbance
into the system, and the PID parameters are obtained from the pro-
cess reaction curve. For example, lambda open-loop tuning rules
[10] implement a change to the controller output, to iteratively
learn the PID parameter from the response of the process variable
[33]. The manual tuning methods are time consuming and expen-
sive [19], especially for systems with a slow response. For example,
when tuning the air pressure loop during the HVAC system com-
missioning stage, it may take control engineers one to three days
to determine the proper PID parameters [4].

In addition to the classical methods, many intelligent methods
(known as auto-tuning or self-tuning) have been developed and
embedded into the HVAC controllers or added as a new feature
with extra charges of BAS software so the tuning process can be
achieved without operator intervention [31]. Essentially, the intel-
ligent methods enable the PID controller to learn how the process
responds to a disturbance or change in setpoint, and calculate
appropriate PID settings. Several journal publications and technical
reports discuss intelligent tuning techniques for PID loops of HVAC
equipment. Zhou and Liu developed an on-line self-tuning algo-
rithm of a PI controller for heating and cooling coil valves [36].
Seem developed a novel pattern recognition adaptive controller,
which is suitable for first-order plus dead-time systems commonly
found in HVAC applications [32]. Qu and Zaheeruddin developed
an adaptive PI control strategy for single loop HVAC processes,
using the recursive least squares method to update the model
parameters while the system remains in a closed loop [28]. Jin
et al. [17] employed a model reduction method and explicit PID
tuning rules on the basis of a fractional order plus time delay
model to enhance the PID auto-tuning process. Dey and Mudi pro-
posed an improved auto-tuning scheme for ZN-tuned PID con-
trollers [11]. Romero et al. developed a PI and PID auto-tuning
procedure that can be applied for any linear model structure,
including dead time and nonminimum phase systems [29].
Although some HVAC controllers include the intelligent tuning
routines, these features are inconsistent across vendors, often pro-
prietary and with opaque behavior. Replacing the existing con-
trollers with new ones is also costly and requires full
recommissioning of the associated system. Most controllers in
the existing buildings are still regular controllers without intelli-
gent tuning capability.

1.2. PID retuning to correct the control hunting fault with fault
detection and diagnostics tools

Implementation of PID retuning procedures as automated cor-
rection algorithms and integrated into fault detection and diagnos-
tics (FDD) software have the potential to mitigate control hunting
2

across a heterogeneous portfolio of buildings with different BAS in
a scalable way. An FDD tool is a type of smart building technology
referred to as energy management and information systems
(EMIS), which are used to improve building operation efficiency
with building data and analytics [15]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
FDD tool periodically collects time-series data (e.g., temperature,
pressure, flow rate, control setpoint) from the BAS, identifies the
presence of faults and efficiency improvement opportunities with
rule-based and/or data-driven analytics, and presents the results
to the user through a graphical interface. The building operators
review the results, and then plan and execute a set of actions (pro-
gram BAS or repair the equipment) to fix the identified issues.
Commercial FDD software products represent one of the fastest
growing and most competitive market segments in smart building
technologies. There are dozens of full-featured FDD software pro-
duct offerings for buildings now available in the United States,
and new products continue to enter the market [20]. FDD applica-
tions in commercial buildings have grown significantly in the past
10 years to help building operators reduce energy use and improve
operations and maintenance.

Automated fault correction after the detection of a fault has
been demonstrated in research environments [18,6,14,15,7] and
more recently tested in commercial products [21,25]. Automati-
cally correcting faults (e.g., incorrectly programmed schedules,
suboptimal control setpoints) by manipulating the BAS parameters
can resolve a compelling set of operational problems that are
detectable in today’s FDD tools. Fig. 1(b) shows the enhanced
workflowwith automated fault correction. After the FDD algorithm
identifies a specific fault, the appropriate correction algorithm is
initiated to determine the corrective action. With user review
and approval or auto-approval, the correction commands are sent
to the BAS to change the values of specific control variables. Real-
izing automated fault correction in commercial FDD tools can fix
the faults as soon as they are identified, increase the savings real-
ized through the use of FDD tools, and ensure corrections to com-
mon faults are done consistently [26].

Control hunting faults also can be addressed using this auto-
mated correction process. After control hunting is identified, the
FDD tool triggers a PID retuning procedure, which identifies the
proper values of PID parameters and writes back to the PID con-
troller via BACnet or other protocols. Fernandez et al. developed
a passive diagnostic algorithm to detect hunting damper faults,
and to correct those faults by automatically tuning the PID param-
eters [13]. The tuning algorithm employs historical damper signal
values collected from damper controllers. When the hunting fault
is diagnosed, the algorithm automatically decreases the propor-
tional gain by a 10% value at each time step until the damper hunt-
ing symptom is eliminated. Since it employs a trial-and-error



Fig. 1. Traditional FDD workflow (a) and enhanced workflow with fault auto-correction (b).
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procedure, the tuning is quite slow for control loops that start with
a high proportional gain. Further, the algorithm was not tested in a
laboratory experiment or real building. Previous work by the
authors demonstrated a proof-of-concept implementation of PID
tuning using an FDD tool [25]. The algorithm was integrated into
a commercial FDD product; however, such implementation was
not fully automated (i.e., it required facility managers to write
new parameters into the BAS), was tested on a single variable air
volume (VAV) box, and lacked important details to allow other
researchers to reproduce it.

1.3. Gaps and contribution

PID retuning is an effective approach to eliminate control hunt-
ing. The classic tuning methods require significant human inter-
vention, resulting in high costs and low scalability. In contrast,
the intelligent methods, are often embedded into various BAS ven-
dors’ controllers or proprietary software. These commercial fea-
tures are inconsistent across vendors and not transparent.
Further, upgrading controllers that do not have these features typ-
ically requires large capital investments. The majority of the con-
trollers or BAS in existing buildings don’t have intelligent tuning
features and many of them are out of tune. Finding an effective
and scalable way to solve control hunting problems in this seg-
ment is what we are targeting in our study. FDD tools are one of
the fastest growing smart building technologies being imple-
mented in commercial buildings, providing a compelling solution
to address building control problems. The new auto-correction
capabilities, demonstrated in recent work [21,25], utilize the
two-way communications (read and write capability) with the
BAS and allows it to correct control hunting faults with PID retun-
ing through FDD software. Using FDD tools to correct control hunt-
ing faults combines a method to detect the fault, a procedure to
recalculate tuning parameters, and a process to push back the
new parameters to the BAS. It provides a cost-effective way to
3

solve hunting problems across a great number of controllers from
various BAS vendors in many buildings. While tuning methods
have been extensively covered in the literature, with the exception
of a recent publication [25] the PID tuning algorithms were never
integrated with commercial FDD products. While [25] represents
important progress, the implementation was not fully automated,
the implementation details were simply described, and the test
was limited to a single piece of equipment.

To bridge the research gaps, this paper details the development,
implementation, and field testing of a control hunting fault auto-
correction algorithm in an FDD tool based on lambda open-loop
tuning rules. The algorithm was implemented as separate software
modules in a commercial FDD software.1 It can automatically cor-
rect the control hunting faults of zone-level reheat valves – dis-
charge air temperature (DAT) control loops in VAV boxes by
calculating improved PID parameters and pushing these improved
parameters into the BAS. We selected zone-level reheat valves as
the study focus for two reasons: (1) facility staff of the test facility
indicated that it was a priority undertaking, as there can be hun-
dreds of zones in a building and hunting reheat valves account for
a large number of faults; and (2) the process response time of the
reheat valve – DAT control loop is slow enough to accommodate a
one minute data collection interval in the BAS and FDD tools, unlike
the fan speed – air handling unit (AHU) return air flow rate control
loop that has the response time of less than one minute. The algo-
rithm in the FDD tool was tested on nine VAV boxes in an office
building in Berkeley, California, United States. This paper makes
three main contributions to the existing body of knowledge:

� It successfully develops and implements a fully automated con-
trol hunting correction algorithm in a commercial FDD tool. It
also provides details about its implementation to allow other
researchers and practitioners to reproduce it.
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� It successfully field-tests the software in nine VAV boxes in a
real building.

� It discusses scalability issues and proposes a path forward for
industry and academia to improve this technology.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the classic lambda open-loop tuning approach and the modifica-
tions for this study. Section 3 presents the results of implementing
the control hunting fault auto-correction algorithm in an FDD tool
based on lambda open-loop tuning rules. Section 4 presents the
field test results with the enhanced FDD tool in nine VAV boxes
of an office building. Section 5 discusses the path forward. Section 6
summarizes the conclusions and future work.

2. Classic lambda open-loop tuning and modifications

In the literature, we find both closed-loop and open-loop rules
to identify improved PID parameters that prevent control hunting
behavior. It is challenging to implement closed-loop rules because
it is difficult to determine the number of adjustments needed
before the intended behavior is achieved. Further, the tuning pro-
cess is highly dependent on different control loops in different
buildings. In contrast, the open-loop tuning rules are easy to imple-
ment, as they only need to perform designed step-change tests to
obtain a process reaction curve. Lambda open loop tuning [10]
has been successfully applied to thousands of process control
applications [27,22]. Many HVAC controls like zone-level reheat
valves do not need to act fast and can benefit from a slow, stable
response. Therefore, the lambda open-loop tuning rules were
selected as the core of the proposed correction algorithm because
they are designed for a slower response, of the same order as the
process response time.

Section 2.1 introduces the classic lambda open-loop tuning
rules and equations that determine the improved PID parameters
for a standard PID equation (Eq. (1)). Section 2.2 presents the mod-
ified lambda tuning equations that were tailored to the specific
implementation of the PID equation in the equipment at the test
site. The developed fault auto-correction algorithm (see Section 3)
was built based on the classic lambda open-loop tuning rules and
modified tuning equations.

2.1. Lambda open-loop tuning rules and equations

PID controllers (Fig. 2) are widely used in HVAC systems to con-
trol variables in the built environment [32]. A PID controller com-
pares a process variable (PV, i.e., the property that is to be
controlled, typically measured by a sensor, such as temperature
or pressure) to its setpoint (SP) to calculate error e tð Þ between
the SP and the value of PV. The controller output (CO) is deter-
mined based on a PID equation. This output changes the behavior
Fig. 2. Classic block diagram of
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of an actuator, to generate actual control actions so the PV tends
toward the SP.

Eq. (1) shows a standard PID equation, which can be expanded
into a proportional (P) term, an integral (I) term, and a derivative
(D) term. As the names imply, the P term is proportional to error
e tð Þ, the I term is proportional to the integral of the error over time,
and the D term is proportional to the derivative of the error.

CO tð Þ ¼ Kp e tð Þ þ 1
Ti

�
Z

e tð Þdt þ Td � dedt tð Þ
� �

ð1Þ

where CO tð Þ is the controller output, Kp is the proportional gain,
Ti is the integral time, Td is the derivative time, e tð Þ ¼ SPðtÞ � PVðtÞ
which is the error between the SP and the value of PV, and t is the
present time.

In the HVAC control area, PI controllers are most commonly
used [35] because the relatively slow HVAC processes do not need
the derivative component, which is often used to mitigate over-
shoots when implementing a faster control response.

Lambda open-loop tuning conducts a step change open-loop
test as illustrated in Fig. 3 and includes the three steps below
[33]. The intent of open-loop tests is to observe the reaction of
the process variable (e.g., temperature) to a change in the con-
troller output (e.g., valve control command) without interaction
from the PID controller.

1. Stabilize the process by overriding the CO to a value CO0 within
its normal operating range. Allow the PV to settle into a steady
state PV0.

2. Noting the time, override the CO to another value, CO1, within
its normal operating range. Document the difference between
the new value and the prior value, which is the step change
(change in CO ¼ CO1-CO0).

3. Allow the PV to settle at a new steady state value, PV1. The step
change should be large enough that the magnitude of change to
the PV is significantly greater than the signal noise and then
changes caused by outside disturbances to the process.

If a controller uses a standard PID equation (Eq. (1)), lambda
open-loop tuning equations give a proposed controller gain and
integral time (Kp and Ti) based on measurements taken on the
PV and CO after the step change open-loop test is completed:

Kp ¼ Tm

gm � kC � Tm þ TimeDð Þ ð2Þ
Ti ¼ Tm ð3Þ
where Tm is the process time constant, which is the time it

would take the process to go from PV0 to PV1 at the maximum
observed rate of change.
a single PID control loop.



Fig. 3. Step change open-loop test performed for lambda tuning.
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gm is the measured process gain,

gm ¼ PV1 � PV0

CO1 � CO0
ð4Þ

kC is an arbitrary constant applied to Tm, typically between 1
(faster tuning) and 3 (slower tuning). A value of 2 was used in this
study’s tests.

TimeD is the measured dead time of the process, measured as
the difference between the time t0 when CO changes from CO0 to
CO1 and the time tD when the PV starts to deviate from its
stable-state value PV0.

If a controller does not use a standard PID equation, changes
must be made to eqs. (2) and (3) accordingly. Section 2.2 presents
the modified tuning equations for the controllers of the testing site
using a parallel PID equation in which the parameters of the P, I, D
terms are independent from each other.

2.2. Modified lambda tuning equations specific to the test site

The classic lambda tuning equations (eqs. (2) and (3)) were
adjusted to the specific equipment on the test site in this study.
The targeted reheat valve – DAT control loops are PI control loops
in the Automated Logic Controls (ALC)2 controllers of VAV boxes.
The VAV box DAT is the PV. The reheat valve command is the CO.
As implemented at the test site, the controllers use the discrete form
(Eq. (6)) of a parallel PI equation (Eq. (5)). The CO consists of a pro-
portional term and an integral term.

COðtÞ ¼ COpðtÞ þ COiðtÞ ¼ Kp � e tð Þ þ Ki �
Z

e tð Þdt ð5Þ

CO tð Þ ¼ Kp � e tð Þ þ COiðt � 1Þ þ Ki � T � e tð Þ
¼ Kp � e tð Þ þ COiðt � 1Þ þ KiT � e tð Þ ð6Þ

where COðtÞ is the control output in unit %, COpðtÞ is the pro-
portional term, COiðtÞ is the integral term, Kp is the proportional
gain, Ki is the integral gain, and t is the present time. T is the
sample time and corresponds to the control loop cycle time in
ALC. T is set to one minute in the target controllers at the testing
site, which means COðtÞ is updated once per minute. The targeted
controllers use reverse-acting controls, which match the standard
error calculation used with Eq. (1), e tð Þ ¼ SPðtÞ � PVðtÞ. e tð Þ is in
the unit of the PV, therefore Kp is in %

unitpv
. KiT ¼ Ki � T, which is also

in %
unitpv

.

2 Automated Logic. https://www.automatedlogic.com/en/
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As shown in Eq. (6), the parameters of the control blocks that
can be overwritten are Kp and KiT .

The lambda open-loop tuning equations (Eqs. (2) and (3)) pre-
sented in Section 2.1 are written for the continuous version of
the standard PID equation (Eq. (1)) and determine the value of Kp

and Ti. Therefore, they must be modified to yield the correct
parameters Kp and KiT for the actual, discrete PI control loop equa-
tion used in the testing site controllers (Eq. (6)). The process to
derive the value of KiT based on the values of Kp and Ti is illustrated
below through Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).

Separating and equating the integral terms in Eq. (1) and Eq. (5)
gives:

Ki ¼ Kp

Ti
ð7Þ

From eqs. (2), (3), (6), and (7):

KiT ¼ Ki � T ¼ Kp � T
Ti

¼ Kp � T
Tm

¼ T
gm � kC � Tm þ TimeDð Þ ð8Þ

The lambda open-loop tuning equations to obtain ALC parame-
ters for the testing equipment are therefore eqs. 2 and 9, with gm

measured process gain described in Eq. (4) in unit of unitpv
%

and all
times (Tm, T; and TimeD) measured in the same time unit.

Kp ¼ Tm
gm � kC �TmþTimeDð Þ(Eq. (2)), KiT ¼ T

gm � kC �TmþTimeDð Þ (Eq. (9)), with

gm ¼ PV1�PV0
CO1�CO0

(Eq. (4))

3. Implementation of an automated control hunting correction
algorithm in an FDD tool

This section presents the implementation details of a control
hunting fault auto-correction algorithm in an FDD tool based on
the modified lambda open-loop tuning method presented in Sec-
tion 2. The auto-correction algorithm was developed as four sepa-
rate software modules in the FDD tool: one fault detection
algorithm (3.1) and three separate modules for correction (3.2),
(3.3), and (3.4) (Fig. 4):

� Detection of hunting faults (3.1)
� Management of active tests (3.2)
� Calculation of improved PID parameters (3.3)
� Database and interface to access test results (3.4)

After the hunting fault is detected by module 3.1, the auto-
correction is initiated by the facility operator. As shown in Fig. 4,
modules 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are executed to obtain improved PID



Fig. 4. Software modules created (in green) or updated (in white) in the FDD tool to implement the control hunting auto-correction algorithm. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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parameters based on the results of active step-change tests, then
the improved PID parameters are written back into the BAS. The
source codes of four modules are available at https://github.com/
LBNL-ETA/haxall-based-fault-correction.
3.1. Detection of hunting faults

A fault detection algorithm is run continuously in the back-
ground to identify what variables are hunting and on which equip-
ment. The hunting fault detection algorithm, which is designed to
detect severe cycling behaviors with minimal false positives, is
applied to specific COs with the tag ‘‘cmd,” and units in %. For a
given CO, up to one day of trend data is analyzed at once.

� The rate of change is calculated as follows:
o At ti, the rate of change is ½COðtiÞ � COðti�1Þ�=ðti � ti�1Þ.
o COðti�1Þ is the previous valid measurement at ti�1 for which

COðti�1Þ is a number (not N/A).
� A flag is raised if the calculated rate change exceeds a user
defined threshold (customized threshold depending on equip-
ment and control loops, e.g., 5%/min is used for the reheat valve
– DAT control loops in this study3).

� Two flags within a user defined time threshold (customized
threshold depending on equipment and control loops, e.g.
30 min in this study4) of each other are merged into a flagged
period.

� If a flagged period exceeds or is equal to the time threshold
defined above (30 min), a hunting fault is reported.
3 The threshold of 5%/min, used to detect hunting faults for reheat valve – DAT
control loops in this study, was determined experimentally, with the goals of
minimizing false positives and obtaining a manageable number of faults. Although
this threshold applies to small and large oscillations alike, the starting point was
determined based on allowing one full cycle of the reheat valve command (0% � 100%
� 0%) in 1 h, which is 200% / 60min = 3.3%/min, and was then relaxed to reduce the
number of detected faults. As faults are addressed, the user can lower the threshold to
capture less egregious faults.

4 The 30-minute threshold is a parameter that is tuned so as not to flag high rates of
change that can occur over a brief period of time, for example when the discharge air
temperature setpoint changes.

6

3.2. Management of active tests

When the FDD user initiates the auto-correction of a detected
hunting fault for a given control loop, software module 3.2 starts
performing active step-change tests of the control loop, as needed
to apply the lambda open-loop tuning rules (Section 2.1). Step
changes are performed by keeping the CO stable for a few minutes,
then changing its value suddenly and maintaining it at the new
value until the PV stabilizes. During the test, the control loop is
therefore bypassed and the system response is observed in an
open-loop control mode. To ensure the reliability of test results,
multiple successful tests may be required. The new PID parameters
are determined from results of multiple tests and written back to
the BAS. Module 3.2 monitors the status of the tests and writes
new PID parameters to the BAS upon reaching the target number
of successful tests for a given control loop.

A persistent task runs in this module every hour to review all
the PID loop records that have auto-testing enabled. If a PID loop
requires a test (number of successful tests < target number of tests)
and a test was not recently completed (in the last 24 h), it queues
up a new test by creating a PID test record in the database (module
3.4) and creates a new temporary dedicated task.

This temporary dedicated task runs every-five minutes to per-
form the following steps sequentially:

� Load the corresponding PID test record, which contains testing
status information and testing parameters (see module 3.4
‘‘Database and interface to access test results”).

� Synchronize time-series data to have the most recent data
available for the PV and the CO.

� Check if testing conditions are met (e.g., reheat valve testing
requires supply airflow through the terminal unit).

� If testing conditions are not met, the current test is put on hold
or fails.

� If testing conditions are met, initialize an active step-change
test described in Section 2.1 by reviewing recent CO data and
determine a target CO0 and a future target CO1.
o Override CO to CO0 using a temporary override (start of test).

Review recent data to confirm that the override is successful.
If the override fails, the test stops and is considered failed.

https://github.com/LBNL-ETA/haxall-based-fault-correction
https://github.com/LBNL-ETA/haxall-based-fault-correction
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o Review recent PV data. If the PV is stable at PV0 or a maxi-
mum time duration has elapsed (defined based on control
loop type; e.g., 20 min in the tests presented in this paper),
initiate a step change by overriding the CO to CO1 using a
temporary override.

o Review recent PV and CO data to confirm that the override of
the CV to CO1 is successful. If it succeeds, send the data col-
lected so far to module 3.3 ‘‘Calculation of improved PID
parameters.”

o If module 3.3 returns improved PID parameters, stop the test,
mark it as successful, and record the improved PID parame-
ters. Release the override (end of test).

o If module 3.3 fails and does not return improved PID param-
eters, continue the test until the maximum testing duration
has been reached (e.g., one hour in the tests presented here),
at which point the test fails.

o Store information about the test and test results, if available,
in the PID test record in the database (module 3.4.)

3.3. Calculation of improved PID parameters

This module is invoked during testing if enough data have been
collected during the execution of module 3.2. In this module, the
improved PID parameters are calculated from the collected data
(CO and PV) with the specific lambda tuning equations for the tar-
geted equipment (Eqs. 2, 4, and 9).

Eqs. 2 , 4, and 9 include three key parameters: the measured
process gain gm, the process time constant Tm, and dead time
TimeD whose values need to be determined from the data of CO
and PV during the step-change test. Additionally, the control loop
cycle time T is needed, which is a configuration parameter in the
BAS. In this specific implementation of the algorithm at the testing
site, the four parameters are obtained as follows and illustrated in
Fig. 5 with artificial data:

� The cycle time T of the control loop in the test site is one min-
ute, as stated in Section 2.2.

� The measured process gain gm can be calculated with CO0, CO1,
PV0, and PV1. The value of CO0 and CO1 are predetermined in
Fig. 5. Illustration of key param

7

module 3.2 when performing the active test. The derivative of
PV dPV

dt

� �
is used to determine the boundary of the PV’s reaction

(PV0 and PV1). PV0 is the measured value of the PV when the dPV
dt

is last below 10% of the maximum measured rate of change
[0:1� dPV

dt

� �
max] before the step change launches. The corre-

sponding time is tm0. PV1 is the measured value of PV when
the dPV

dt first falls below 0:1� dPV
dt

� �
max after the step change

launches. The corresponding time is tm1.
� The process time constant is calculated asTm = tm1 � tm0.
� The dead time TimeD = tD � t0 is the difference between the time
t0 when CO changes from CO0 to CO1 and the time tD when the
PV starts to deviate from its original value PV0, as described in
Section 2.1. In the calculation of this study, tD = tm0and t0 is
the time when CO was last measured at CO0. TimeD has a mini-
mum value of 0 s.

Conducting this exercise from the FDD tool means we are using
data from the BAS, at BAS trending intervals (i.e., one minute), and
the sampling interval creates some inaccuracies. Therefore, the PV
data are rolled up (e.g., to two minutes) using an averaging func-
tion to ensure measurement accuracy, a constant x-axis interval,
and to smooth out the signal. Because of the sampling interval
and implemented roll-up, it is not uncommon to measure a dead
time of zero.
3.4. Database and interface to access test results

This module stores and displays the results from module 3.2.
Information about the PID control loops and about each active test
is recorded in a database which is structured as a combination rela-
tional and time-series databases in the FDD tool, including start
and end timestamps, whether the active test is successful or has
failed, and, for successful tests, relevant measurements such as
process gain.

PID loop records are created semi-manually through an inter-
face that allows the user to select one PV and one CO from data
streams that are already monitored by the FDD tool. Each record
of the PID loops in the database contains:
eters with artificial data.
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� Reference to a specific PV (e.g., VAV-001 Discharge Air
Temperature)

� Reference to a specific CO (e.g., VAV-001 Reheat Valve
Command)

� Auto-testing boolean (toggle on/off)
� Auto-testing increments target (how many tests will be per-
formed, e.g., two)

� Expiration period for previous tests (tests do not count if they
are older, e.g., three months)

� Automated PI parameter update boolean (should module 3.2
push new PI parameters after the target number of successful
tests is achieved)

The database also contains records for each test. These are cre-
ated automatically by module 3.2 and contain test status informa-
tion, testing parameters, and test results. Each record of the step
change tests in the database contains:

� Reference to a PID loop record
� Maximum test duration on hold (no overrides, waiting for
allowed conditions), e.g., one week

� Maximum test duration in active mode (override active), e.g.,
one hour

� Timestamp of record creation (initialization of test)
Fig. 6. Reheat valve command (CO) and discharge air temperature (PV) and setpoin
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� Timestamp at which active open-loop testing started
� Timestamp at which a stable state was achieved prior to the
step change

� Timestamp at which the test succeeded or failed
� Success or failure status
� Diagnostic message
� Measurements of the reaction of the process to the step change
(gm, Tm, and TimeD) if the test was successful.

Records also contain temporary information needed during
testing, such as the target CO values before and after the step
change. An interface is also created that allows users to view these
results, as well as the combined results of multiple successful tests
on the same PID loop.

4. Field testing

4.1. Test procedure

The FDD tool-based control hunting correction algorithm (Sec-
tion 3) was tested on the reheat valve – DAT control loops of nine
VAV boxes that require heating in the testing period in an office
building in Berkeley, California, United States. The test procedure
is as follows:
t of VAV-105, zone setpoints and temperature before fault correction (July 25).
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� Impose the control hunting fault in ‘‘clean” (fault-free)
equipment.

� Observe and document the FDD tool’s detection and diagnosis
results.

� Execute the FDD-embedded correction routine described in Sec-
tion 3. The routine determines the improved value of PID
parameters Kp and KiT and overwrites their values in the corre-
sponding ALC controller.

� Observe and document the effect of the automated fault
correction.
Fig. 7. Visualization of the faulty beha

Fig. 8. Controller output (reheat valve command), process variable (discharge air temper
July 26.
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4.2. Test results of one VAV box

Multiple tests were conducted in Summer 2022 to observe the
effect of control hunting auto-correction. The test results of one
VAV box (VAV-105) are presented explicitly in this section, and
the results of all VAV boxes are summarized in Section 4.3.

4.2.1. System behaviors before auto-correction
During the test period the facility management team purpose-

fully introduced hunting faults in a series of VAV boxes, by chang-
vior using the FDD tool interface.

ature), and derivative of the PV for the active step test conducted on the VAV-105 on



Fig. 9. Illustration of the successful written action of the PI parameters (Kp and KiT) on the VAV-105 on July 27.
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ing PID parameters, as prescribed by the procedure in Section 4.1.
Fig. 6 illustrates the hunting behavior of the reheat valve command
(i.e., the CO) and DAT (i.e., the PV) collected at a 1-min sampling
interval of VAV-105 on July 25, 2022. At about 5:30 am the DAT
setpoint increased from 21.1�C (70�F) to 32.2�C (90�F) (top of
Fig. 6 in black) and the PID loop started modulating the reheat
valve (bottom of Fig. 6 in red) to maintain the setpoint. Fast oscil-
lations were observed (i.e., hunting) of both the reheat valve com-
mand and the DAT. The PI parameters when the fault was detected
were:

Kp ¼ 4:4%=
�Cð8%=

�FÞ and.KiT ¼ 2:8%=
�Cð5%=

�FÞ
4.2.2. Fault detection results
The oscillations described above were detected by the FDD tool,

as represented in Fig. 7. The faulty behavior was detected on July
25, corroborating the visual information in Fig. 6. The faulty behav-
ior was also detected on July 26 and 27, when the auto-correction
was in progress. After the completion of auto-correction on July 28,
no more hunting faults were flagged.
4.2.3. Execution of the active tuning test
Following the detection of the fault on July 25, 2022, facility

staff initiated the auto-correction procedure illustrated in Section 3.
One successful active test was completed on July 26, and a second
successful test was completed on July 27. Fig. 8 shows data from
the example test executed on July 26, 2022. As shown in the
shaded area in Fig. 8(a), the CO (reheat valve command) of the
VAV was increased from 10% to 40%; as a result, the discharge air
temperature increased from 20 �C (68�F ) to 41.1 �C (106�F ). In
Fig. 8(b), the measured rate of change of PV reached the maximum
477 �C/hour (h) (891�F /h) at 13:54 pm.

Key parameters of the reaction of the process to the step change
are:

d TimeD ¼ 0min. Dead time is measured at 0 because 13:50 pm
was the last timestamp with CO = 10%, and the next timestamp
(13:52 pm after averaging roll-up) already shows a strong
response of PV from the change of CO, as seen in its derivative
of 112�C /h (201 �F /h) at the time, which corresponds to 23%
of the maximum derivative, observed at 13:54 pm.

d Tm ¼ 14min. Process time constant, measured between
13:50 pm and 14:04 pm.

d gm ¼ PV1�PV0
CV1�CV0

¼ 41:1�C�20�C
40%�10% ¼ 0:7�C=%ð1:3�F=%Þ
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The arbitrary lambda tuning constant kC is set to 2. Therefore,
the following ALC-specific PI parameters are obtained from Eq.
(2) and Eq. (11), presented in Section 2.2:

Kp ¼ Tm
gm � kC � Tmþ Dð Þ ¼

14min
0:7�C=% � 2� 14minþ 0minð Þ

¼ 0:2%=
�C ð0:4%=

�FÞ

KiT ¼ T
gm � kC � Tmþ Dð Þ ¼

1min
0:7�C=% � 2� 14minþ 0minð Þ

¼ 0:02%=
�Cð0:03%=

�FÞ
4.2.4. Writing of updated parameters to the BAS
Following the completion of two successful tests, on July 26 and

27, module 3.2 averaged the measurements from both tests, then
calculated the ALC-specific PI parameters below from these
averages.

Kp ¼ 0:2%=
�Cð0:4%=

�FÞ and KiT ¼ 0:02%=
�Cð0:03%=

�FÞ
Finally, module 3.2 wrote new parameters via BACnet to the

BAS on July 27, as shown in Fig. 9.

4.2.5. Effects of the auto-correction routine
After the tests were run and the improved PID parameters were

calculated, the new parameters shown in Fig. 9 were automatically
sent to the BAS (at 16:35 pm on July 27, 2022). Fig. 10 shows the
behavior of the reheat valve command and the DAT with the
new PI parameters on July 28. The oscillations of the reheat valve
controller command and supply air temperature disappeared after
the update of the parameters, and the hunting fault also disap-
peared from the fault detection interface (Fig. 7).

4.3. Test results of all nine VAV boxes

The same procedure was successfully executed on other VAV
boxes during the same period. Table 1 shows the PID parameters
before and after the automated fault correction in all VAV boxes
where the hunting faults were successfully imposed. The imposed
hunting fault clearly disappeared after an update of the PID param-
eters in the other eight VAV boxes (Fig. 11).

5. Discussion

This paper shows the development and integration of a fully
automated control hunting auto-correction algorithm in a com-



Fig. 10. Reheat valve command (CO) and discharge air temperature (PV) and setpoint of VAV-105, zone setpoints and temperature after fault correction (July 28).

5 Modern BAS can trend data every second or less, but to avoid network traffic
issues, these data are typically temporarily stored in the local controllers’ memory.
After filling the local memory, the data needs to be stored more permanently on a
database, which is typically hosted on a computer in the same network. Since
memory is limited for each point trended, with higher sampling rate the memory fills
more rapidly and synching with storage has to happen more frequently. The FDD tool
can bypass the BAS database and gather data directly from trend objects, but it still
needs to sync with the data stored in the controller’s memory. This operation takes
some network bandwidth and may cause loss of data if the FDD tool is not actively
synching before the controller runs out of memory.
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mercial FDD tool and its test in nine VAV boxes in an occupied
building. While the integration was successful and the results were
promising, the study revealed several challenges in scaling up this
approach to buildings with different FDD platforms, BAS software,
and types of equipment. This section explores those challenges and
proposes a path forward for academia and industry to support the
large-scale deployment of this technology.

5.1. Applicability of the approach to other types of HVAC equipment
and control loops

To select the candidate equipment for this field test, the
research and facility team investigated several options, including
cooling towers, fan coils, AHUs, and VAV boxes. Eventually, VAVs
were selected, given their ubiquity and relatively simple control
logic. We chose to tune the reheat valve – discharge air tempera-
ture loop because its hunting behavior destabilizes ancillary sys-
tems (i.e., duct pressure control, water pressure control) and it
can lead to improper setpoint reset calculations (i.e., AHU supply
air temperature setpoint) and cause excessive wear on compo-
nents. In fact, in this building, the facility staff had to replace nearly
a third of all actuators due to early failure from excessive oscilla-
tions. Given the successful tests presented above, a natural ques-
tion is whether this approach is generalizable to other systems,
configurations, and control loops.

The process response time (the time that the PV would take to
reach the steady-state value after the change of the CO) of the tar-
geted control loop was about 5 to 10 min. To enable the calculation
11
of process characteristics parameters from the trend data, the data
collection interval in the FDD tool and BAS were modified to one
minute in this study. Data collection intervals in FDD tools depend
on the ‘‘trend interval” setup in the BAS. Typical BAS trending
intervals of 5 to 15 min do not offer enough granularity to capture
the reaction of the process to the step changes, nor to perform the
measurements discussed in Section 2 and illustrated in Section 3.3.
In addition, other control loops may have faster response times. For
example, the facility team reported that both the pump speed –
chilled water differential pressure control loop and the fan speed
– AHU return air flow rate control loop have a response time of less
than one minute. These cases require fast data sampling (<1 min)
for both detection and correction of control hunting faults. Modern
BAS can sample data at a high frequency, but polling (i.e., retriev-
ing) them at rates faster than one sample per minute may cause
network traffic problems and/or data storage issues.5 To overcome
this issue, instead changing the configuration on the BAS to let some
data collected at one minute as we did in this study, we suggest to



Table 1
PID parameters before and after automated correction in nine VAV boxes.

VAV # PID parameters when hunting faults were detected Improved PID parameters which eliminated hunting
faults

Kp in %/� C (%/� F) KiT in %/� C (%/� F) Kp in %/� C (%/� F) KiT in %/� C (%/� F)

003 5.6 (10) 0.6 (1) 0.2 (0.4) 0.02 (0.03)
005 8.3 (15) 1.1 (2) 0.3 (0.6) 0.03 (0.06)
008 2.8 (5) 0.1 (0.06) 0.2 (0.4) 0.02 (0.03)
010 5.6 (10) 0.1 (0.2) 1.2 (2.1) 0.1 (0.2)
012 2.8 (5) 0.6 (1) 0.3 (0.6) 0.03 (0.05)
013 5.6 (10) 1.1 (2) 0.6 (1.0) 0.06 (0.1)
015 8.3 (15) 1.7 (3) 0.4 (0.6) 0.03 (0.05)
048 0.6 (1) 2.2 (4) 0.1 (0.3) 0.01 (0.02)
105 4.4 (8) 2.8 (5) 0.2 (0.4) 0.02 (0.03)

Fig. 11. Reheat valve command (CO) of eight VAV boxes (excluded VAV-105) before and after fault correction.
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Fig. 11 (continued)
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implement functionality on BACnet Trend Object trending intervals
in FDD tools to allow dynamic changes to a sampling rate for a sub-
set of points, to enable short-term testing and avoid network conges-
tion. This should be achieved using universal protocols such as
BACnet that are not proprietary to a specific software platform.

At the other end of the spectrum, some control loops have a
very slow response time. For example, we measured a few hours
of response time for some reheat valves – zone air temperature
control loops. In these cases, the active tests must be implemented
over a period of several hours, which increases the likelihood of
external factors adding noise and invalidating the results. For
example, outside air conditions, solar gain, and variations in exter-
nal system inputs (e.g., hot water temperature, supply air temper-
13
ature) can be significant driving factors behind zone air
temperature changes over several hours. In addition, longer tests
may have a negative impact on occupant comfort or cause equip-
ment to operate outside of normal ranges if they are conducted
when the building is occupied. This is a more fundamental problem
than that of data sampling frequency, that will need more investi-
gation from a scientific perspective (i.e., how to account for exoge-
nous variables during tests) as well as a practical perspective (i.e.,
how to use unoccupied times to perform such tests).

Another challenge in generalizing the presented approach is
that of dealing with more complex control loops (e.g., a CO used
in multiple places or in a cascade PID control loop). Fig. 2 shows
a basic PID control loop in which the PID controls one CO that only



Fig. 12. Block diagram of the multiple control variables control loop in fan coil based on an actual system at the test site.
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affects one process variable, but in control systems for HVAC, more
complex control loops are often used. One example is control loops
that use CO in two places to affect the PV (Fig. 12). Fig. 12 shows a
sample fan coil zone temperature controller. The output of the fan
coil PID controller is used in two places: (1) to adjust the cooling
coil valve position to impact the zone air temperature (PV), and
(2) as input to a linear converter that adjusts supply air fan speed,
which also impacts the zone air temperature. Similarly, in cooling
tower controls with staging, the output of the cooling tower leav-
ing temperature controls is used (1) to adjust the fan speed to
impact the cooling tower leaving temperature (PV) and (2) as an
input to the cooling tower staging controller and to determine
whether one or two towers were operating, which also dramati-
cally impacts the cooling tower leaving temperature. The correc-
tion of control hunting faults for these complex PID control loops
is more challenging. The relationship between the value of the
PID parameters and the targeted CO is not one-to-one, as it is
affected by other factors. All the variables that will be affected by
the PID controller output need to be added into the observation list
to ensure there is no adverse impact. Another example of a com-
plex control loop is a cascade PID control loop in which two PID
controllers are used in series; that is, the output of the first con-
troller provides the inputs for the second controller. While some
progress has been made in developing techniques for tuning these
loops [24], how to do this automatically, external to the controller
remains an open area of research. Considering all the challenges
stated above, AHU cooling/heating valve – temperature control
loops that are single loops with response time at time scales of
minutes are the next good and impactful control loops to apply
the developed fault correction algorithm.
6 Johnson Controls. Unitary Controller. https://cgproducts.johnsoncontrols.com/M
ET_PDF/6363081.PDF
5.2. Integration and engineering effort

To be truly scalable, these new auto-correction routines should
be easy to integrate into existing mechanical systems and BAS
installations at each site. The first step in integrating the control
hunting routine is to verify the implementation of the PID algo-
rithm within the BAS/controller logic.

During our field test, we spent significant time understanding
the details of controllers, including controller outputs and process
variables, PID equations, and tuning parameters. The names of con-
troller outputs and process variables varied between BAS vendors
and controllers’ models and vintages, and depended on the specific
sequence of operation used, which was often custom-coded on site
during installation. Manual inspection of the control code was nec-
essary, as it was difficult to identify programmatically the role and
meaning of these variables outside of the BAS interface. In addition,
we realized that PID equations and tuning parameters can be
mathematically presented in different ways in different manufac-
turers’ controllers, as there are no industry-wide standards to rep-
resent them. Eq. (1) shows the traditional PID control equation in
which the proportional gain Kp, integral time Ti, and derivative
time Td are the three PID parameters that can be adjusted. Instead,
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in the field testing of this study, the PID equation was in parallel
form (Eq. (6)) in which Kp and KiT are the two PID parameters that
can be modified. Further, in a Johnson Controls Inc. (JCI) unitary
controller controller,6 used in another campus building, the PID
equation was in a different form as shown in Eq. (10), and the pro-
portional band (PB) and integral time Ti were the adjustable tuning
parameters.

CO tð Þ ¼ 100%
PB

e tð Þ þ 1
Ti

Z
e tð Þdt

� �
ð10Þ

These equations were not expressed in the BAS or controllers
but had to be retrieved from the instruction manual of each con-
troller/BAS. Furthermore, the conversion from analog (i.e., docu-
mented in the literature) to digital PID equations (i.e.,
implemented in the actual controllers) introduced additional
implementation choices in the BAS that needed to be considered.
For this reason, the research team had to read the documentation
of each controller carefully to understand the utilized PID equation
and tuning parameters and develop the conversion functions
accordingly. To overcome this issue, the control logic and the PID
equations in each controller should be represented digitally, in
such a way that they can be interpreted without human interven-
tion. While industry is developing approaches to digitize BAS con-
trol logic [34], there is still work to do to make these systems more
interoperable [3,30] and reduce the effort required to automati-
cally correct these common hunting faults. These efforts to digitize
BAS-level logic and enhance interoperability, are not getting to this
level of PID control.

Another practical issue faced during our experiment was the
potential need to modify the BAS control settings, making the
PID tuning parameters accessible by the FDD tool through the BAC-
net network. This is a significant practical barrier to scalability of
our approach, especially given the diversity of implementations
and the variety of installed technology. To address this issue the
BACnet standard should define a PID loop object using a standard
equation and parameters, and require the PID parameters be
exposed as objects within each BACnet-certified controller.

6. Conclusion and future work

Application of FDD tools in commercial buildings has grown
and matured significantly over the past decade in the United
States. Using FDD tools to correct control hunting faults has the
potential to mitigate those issues cost-effectively across a great
number of controllers from various BAS vendors in many buildings.
This paper describes the development, implementation, and field
testing of an automated control hunting fault correction algorithm
in an FDD tool. Following the lambda open-loop tuning rules, the
correction algorithm determines the improved PID parameters
through step change tests and writes them into the BAS controllers.
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The algorithm was applied as four modules in the FDD tool: (1)
detection of hunting faults, (2) management of active tests, (3) cal-
culation of improved PID parameters, and (4) database and inter-
face to access test results. The field test allowed the facility staff
to optimize the operation of nine VAV boxes in an office building
and eliminate the hunting faults, without human intervention.
Facility staff has implemented the correction algorithm in all
VAV boxes in the test building, inspired by the success. While this
approach achieved first success in our field testing on reheat valve
– DAT control loops of VAV boxes which data collection interval
was adjusted to one minute, we identified several areas that need
to be addressed in the future, to allow scalability to multiple HVAC
equipment, buildings, BAS vendors, and FDD products. Future
research recommendations for scale include the following:

� The ability to change BACnet Trend Object trending intervals
dynamically from the FDD tool using BACnet functionalities7

or equivalent approaches to enable short-term testing and more
granular data collection. This would enable us to run this proce-
dure in control loops with faster dynamics without saturating a
controllers’ memory.

� The ability to automatically read PID parameters in digital for-
mat and interpret their meaning in terms of alternative PID
equations. This could be achieved by requiring standardization
in PID loop implementation and/or documentation using a stan-
dard equation and parameters, and requiring BACnet objects to
expose PID parameters for all control systems.

Additional research also should address how to correct hunting
in more complex control loops, such as cascade systems and loops
affecting multiple systems simultaneously.
Data availability
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